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ABS1RACT

Molecular anions that possess excess internal vibrational and/er rotational
energy can eject their "extra" electron through a radiationless transition event
involving non Born-Oppenheimer coupling. In such processes, there is an
interplay between the nuelear and electronic motions that allows energy to be
transferred from the fermer to the latter and that permits momentum and/er
angular momentum to algObe transferred in a manner that preserves tota! energy,
momentum, and angular momentum. There are wen established quantum
mechanical expressions for the rates of this kind of radiationless process, and
these expressions have been used successfuny to compute electron ejection rates.
In this paper, we recast the quantum rate equation into more physicany elear
forms by making use of semi-elassical approximations that have proven useful
in rewriting the quantum expressions for rates of other processes (e.g., photon
absorption) in a more classical manner. It is hoped that by achieving alternative
and elearer interpretations of the electron ejection rate equation, it will be
possible to more readi1ypredict when such rates will be significant.
1. IN1RODUCTION

1.1 Relation to Experiments
There exist a series ofbeautiful spectroscopy experiments that have been
carried out over a number ofyears in the Lineberger (1), Brauman (2), and
,

Beauchamp(3)laboratoriesin whichelectronicallystablenegativemolecular
ions prepared in excited vibrational-rotational states are observed to eject their
"extra" electron. For the anions considered in those experiments, it is unlikely
that the anion and neutral-molecule potential energy surfaces undergo crossings
at geometries accessed by their vibrational motions in these experiments, so it is
believed that the mechanism of electron ejection must involve vibration-rotation
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to electronic energy flow. That is, the couplings between nuelear motions and
electronic motions known as non Bom-QpJ'enheimer(BO) couplin~s have been
postulated to cause the electron ejection rather than curve crossings in which the
anion' s energy surface intersects that ofthe neutraI at same geometries.
In earlier works (4), we and others (5) have formulated and computed such
non BO coupling strengths for severaI of the anion systems that have been
studied experimenta!ly ineluding:
1. Dipole-bound anions (5a, 4f) in which the extra electron is attracted primarily
by the dipole foTce field of the polar molecule and for which rotation-toelectronic coupling is most important in inducing electron ejection.

2. NH- (X2TI)for which (4d) vibration ofthe N-H band couples only weakly to
the non-bonding 2p1torbita! and for which rotation-to-electronic coupling can be
dominant in causing electron ejection for high rotationallevels.
3. Enolate anions (4e) that have been "heated" by inftared multiple photon
-.~

absorption for which torsional motion about the H2C-C band, which destabilizes
the 1t orbital containing the extra electron, is the merle contributing most to
vibration-to-electronic

energy transfer and thus to ejection.

Our calculations have been successful in interpreting trends that are seen in
the experimentally observed Tales of electron ejection. However, until new, we
have not had a elear physical picture of the energy and momentum (or angular
momentum) balancing events that accompany such non BO processes. It is the
purpose of this paper to enhance aur understanding of these events by recasting
the rate equations in ways that are maTe elassical in nature (and hence hopefully
maTe physically elear). This is clone by
l. starting with the rigorous stale-te-stale quantum expression for non BO
transition TaleS(4g),
2. ineluding what is known trom past experience (4) about the magnitudes and
geometry dependencies of the electronic non BO matrix elements arising in these
rate expressions, to
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3. make the simplest reasonable semi-elassieal approximation to the nuclear
motion (7) (Le., vibration-rotation) and its eoupling to the eleetronie motions.
By so doing, we are able to an-iveat expressions for Talesof eleetron ejeetion
that, in aur opinion, offer better physical insight into these radiationless
proeesses and thus offer the potentiaI for predieting when sueh Taleswill be
signifieant in other systems.

1.2 Stale-ta-Stale Quantum Rate Expression
Within the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation to moleeular strueture, the
eleetronie Sehrodinger equation
(l)

he (rIQ)'l'JrIQ) = Ek(Q)'l'k(rIQ)

is soIved to obtain eleetronie wavefunetions 'l'k(rIQ),whieh ale funetions of the
moleeule's eleetronie eoordinates (eollectively denoted r) and atomie eoordinates
(denoted Q), and the eorresponding eleetronie energies Ek(Q),whieh are funetions
of the Q eoordinates. The eleetronie Hamiltonian
2
he<r!Q)

2

2

= ~ {-lt 121De
Vi +1/2 Lj *i e Irij

-La Za e

2
Iri,a

+ 1/2 La*b ZaZb e2/Ra,b}

eontains, respeetively, the sum ofthe kinetie energies ofthe eleetrons, the
eleetron-eleetron repulsion, the eleetron-nuclear Coulomb attraetion, and the
nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy. In he , seeond-order differential operators
involving the eoordinates ofthe eleetrons appeal, but the eoordinates ofthe
atomie eenters appeal only parametrieally in the various Coulomb potentials.
Henee, the solutions {'l'kand Ek} depend only parametrieally on the nuclear
positions.

(2)
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Given the solutions to the electronic Scbr6dinger equation, the solutions of
the fulI Scbr6dinger equation (Le., the equation in which all nuclei and electrons
are moving)
(3)

H(rIQ) 'P(r,Q) = E 'P(r,Q)
are expressed as sums over the (complete set of functions of the electronic
coordinates r) electronic functions {'lik(rIQ)}

(4)

'P(r,Q) = Lk'IIk(rIQ)Xk(Q),
with the "expansion coefficients" Xk(Q) canying the remaining Q-dependence.

When substituted into the full ScbrOrlinger equation, this expansion of'P gives
equations which are to be solved for these {Xk} functions:

(H - E )Lk'IIk(rIQ)Xk(Q) = O.

(5)

Using the fact that the full Hami1tonianH is he plus the kinetic energy operator
for nuclear motion T
2
2
H = he + T = he + La (-Il /2ma 'ija ),

(6)

and premultiplying the above Scbr6dinger equation by 'lin and integrating over
the electronic coordinates gives the set of coupled equations that need to be
solved for the {Xk}:

Lk f 'IIn*(rIQ){he+T -E} 'IIk(r!Q)Xk(Q)dr
= {En(Q) -E} Xn(Q)+ T Xn(Q)
+ La Lk {f 'lin*(rIQ) (-ilr{)'II~aRJ( -ilr{)X~aRJ/ma dr
2 2

2

+ f 'lin*(rIQ) (-Il a 'II~aRa )/2ma dr Xk} = O.
The expression

(7)
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(8a)

{En(Q) -E} Xn(Q)+ T Xn(Q)= O
is, within the B~m-Oppenheimer model, the equation goveming the nuclear
morion functions {XkL(Q)} in the absence ofthe so-called non BomOppenheimer (non BO) coupling terms (Le., the latter twa terms in Eq.(7)).
Within this model, the vibration-rotation functions {Xk(Q)} of each specific
electronic stale labeled k are found by solving the vibration-rotation

Schrodinger

equation

(8b)

{T + Ek(Q)} Xk,L(Q) = tk,L Xk,L(Q).
There are a complete set of functions of Q (Le., the {Xk,L}for ~

electronic

stale k.
In the theory ofradiationless transitions as covered in this paper (6,4g), the
twa non BO terms are treated as perturbations (not externally applied, but arising
as imperfections within this model ofmolecular structure) that can induce
transitions between unperturbed states each ofwhich is taken to be a specific
Bom-Oppenheimer produet stale:

'Pk,L (r,Q) =='l'k (rIQ) Xk,L(Q).

(9)

It is reasonably well established that the non BO~couplingterm involving second
derivatives of the electronic wavefunction contributes less to the coupling than
does the term (-ift-()'l'k/i1Ra)(-~Xwi1Ra)/ma having ftrst derivatives of the
electronic and vibration-rotation functions. Hence, it is only the latter terms that
will be discussed further in this paper.
With this background, it should not be surprising that it bas been shown
that the rate R (sec-l) at which transitions from a Bom-Oppenheimer initial stale
'Pi = 'l'i Xi to a fmal stale 'Pr = 'l'rXr is given, via ftrst-order perturbation
theory, as:
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R = (21t/ft)JI<xil<\!fi IPI\!fr>(P/Il)Xr>12o(er + E ei) p(E) dE.

(10)

Here, ei,f are the vibration-~otationenergies ofthe initial (anion) and final
(neutral) states, and E denotes the kinetic energy carried away by the ejected
e1ectron(e.g., the initial stale corresponds to an anion and the final stale to a
neutral molecule plus an ejected electron). The density of translational energy
states ofthe ejected e1ectronis p(E) = 41tmeL\2meE)1I2/h2 . We have used the
short-hand notation involving P P/Il to symbolize the multidimensional
derivative operators that arise in the non BO couplings as discussed above:
(11)

(P\!fr)(P/IlXr) = La (-ifl:-()\!fP'aRJ(-ift-OXp'aRa)/ma,

where Raruns over the Cartesian coordinates (Xa, Ya, Za) of the athatom whose

-

mass is ma' In Eq. (lO), the produet p dE is unitless, o(er + E ej) bas units of
sec2/(gm cm2), the square ofthe P matrix element bas units of(gm cm/sec)2, the
square ofthe P/Il matrix element bas units of(cm/sec)2, and 21t1ftbas units of
(sec/(gm cm2)). Hence the produet bas units of sec-l .
1.3 The Electronic Non BO Matrix Elements
The integrals over the anion and neutral-plus-free-electron e1ectronicstates

mi,f=

<\!fr IPI \!fi>

(12)

are known to be large in magnitude only under special circumstances:
I. The orbital of the anion from which an electron is ejected to form the stale \!ff
ofthe neutrai (usually the anion's highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO))
must be strongly modulated or affected by movement ofthe molecule in one or
more directions (Q). That is a\!fi/aQ, which appears in P\!fi, must be significant.
2. The stale-ta-stale energy gap ei - er, which is equal to the energy E of the
ejected electron, must not be too large; otherwise, the oscillations in the ejected
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eleetron's wavefunetion \jff will be so rapid as to render overlap with a\jfi/aQ
negligible.
Moreover, symmetry ean eause mi,f= <\jff jPI\jfj>to vanish. In partieular, ifthe
direet produet of the symmetry of \jfj and of a/aQ do not mateh that of \jff, then
mj,f will vanish.
Let us eonsider these eonditions in more detail before proeeeding further
beeause they form the basis for approximations that are introdueed later. The
derivatives or responses ofthe anion' s orbitals to nuc1earmotions a\jfj!aQarise
/

nom twe sourees:
l. The orbital' s LCAO-MO eoeffieients depend on the positions of the atoms
(or, equivalently, on band lengths and interna} angles). For examp}e,the n*
orbita}of an olefmanion that eontains the "extra" eleetron is affeeted by
stretehing or twisting the C-C band involving this orbital beeause the LCAOMO eoeffieients depend on the band length and twist angle. As the band
stretehes or twists, the n* orbital's LCAO-MO eoeffieients vary, as a result of
whieh the orbital's energy, radial extent, and other properties algOvary.
2. The atomie orbitals (AO) themselves respond to the motions ofthe atomie
eenters. For example, vibration ofthe x2n NiI- anion's N-H band induces <in
eharaeter into the 2p1torbita}eontaining the extra eleetron as shown in Fig. l.
Alternatively, rotation ofthis anion's N-H band axis eauses the 2p1tHOMO to
aequire same 2Pa eharaeter (see Fig. lagain). Sueh AO responses ean be
evaluated using the same ana}ytieal derivative methods that have marle
eomputation of potential energy gradients and Hessians powerful tools in
quantum chemistry.
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H

-

-

= ('P(R+8) \f(R»1O
d\f/d9 = (\f(9+o) \f(9»/8
causes 2pxto acquire d character causes2pxto acquire2pz
character
d\f/dR

Figure 1. Orbita! response ofNH- 's 2p7torbita! to (a) vibratation of the N-H
bond (left) and (b) rotation ofthe N-H bond (right).
Another view ofhow the LCAO-MO coefficients vary willi geometry can be
achieved by differentiating he'IIi = Ei 'IIiwilli respect to Q (an arbitrary molecular
motion) and then premultiplying by the anion-plus-free-electron function 'lir and
integrating over the electronic coordinates r to obtain:

<'lir lahelaQI'IIi>/(Ej -Er -E)

= <'lir la/aQ'IIj>.

(13)

In this form, one sees that the response of the anion' s electronic stale, when
projected against the neutral-plus-free-electron

stale to which it will decay, will

be enhanced at geometries where the anion and neutral potential surfaces
approach closely (so the denominator in Eq. (13) is smalI). Enhancement is also
effected when the initial and final states have a strong matrix element of the
"force operator" ahefCJQ.The latter is effectively a one-electron operator

involving derivatives of the electron-nuclear Coulomb attraction potential :Ej:Ea
Za e2 /rii,a, so the matrix element <'lir lahefaQI'IIi > can be visualized as
<cllrlahefaQ'cllj>, where cIIiis the anion 's HOMO and cIIÓsthe continuum orbita!
ofthe ejected electron. At geometries where the anion-neutral energy surfaces are
far removed, the denominator in Eq.(13) will attenuate the coupling. Ifthe state-

-

to-state energy difference Ei Er= E accompanying the electron ejection is large,
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the integral «1>rlohJoQI<1>i> will be small because the continuum orbital <1>r

will be highly oscillatory and thus will not overlap well with (ohJoQ )<1>i.
In summary, for non BO coupling to be significant (4) the anion's HOMO
must be stron~ly modulated by a morion (vibration or rotation) of the
molecule's nuclear framework and the state-to-state ener~y gap must not be too
large as to render the HOMO-to-continuum-orbital overlap insignificant. For the
HOMO to be strongly modulated, it is helpful ifthe anion and neutral energy
surfaces ap,proachclosely (n.b., this is not the same as requiring that the state-tostate energy gap ei - er be small) at some accessible geometries.
It should be emphasized that it is necessary but not sufficient for E{(Q)

-

Ei(Q) to be small over an appreciable range of geometries; this only guarantees
that the denominator in Eq. (13) is small. It is algo necessary that E{(Q) - Ei(Q)
decrease at a significant rate as the point of closest approach is reached; this is
why we say the surfaces must approach closely. Viewed another way, ifE{(Q)

- Ei(Q)

were small yet unvarying over some range of geometries (Q), then the

HOMO's electron binding energy (and thus radial extent) would remain
unchanged over this range of geometries. In such a case, movement along Q
would not modulate the HOMO, and thus o'l'i/oQ would vanish. Let us consider
a rew examples to further illustrate.
1.4 A Few Examples
In Fig. 2 are depicted anion and neutral potential curves that are
qualitatively illustrative of (1bAd) the x2n Nlf case mentioned earlier. In
this anion, the HOMO is a non-bonding 2p1torbitallocalized almost entirely on
the N atom. As such, its LCAO-MO coefficients are not strongly affected by
morion ofthe N-H bond (because it is a non-bonding orbital). Moreover, the
anion and neutral surfaces have nearly identical Re and IDevalues, and similar
De values, as a result of which these two surfaces are nearly parallel to one
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another and are separated by ea. 0.4 eV or maTethan 3000 cm-l. It bas been seen
experimenta1lythat exeitation ofNH- to the low rotational states ofthe v=l
vibrationallevel, whieh lies above v=0 NH neutrai, results in very siew (e.g.,
es. 108see-l) e1eetronejeetion, eorresponding to ea. one million vibrational
periods before detaehment oeeurs. However, exeitation to high rotationalleve1s
(e.g., J = 40) ofv=l produees much maTerapid eleetron ejeetion (ea. 109-1010
see-l). These data have been interpreted as saying that vibrational eoupling is
weak beeause ofthe non-bonding nature ofthe 2PTtMO,while rotational
eoupling beeomes signifieant for high J.
30000
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20000
....

~ 15000
.S:

w
10000

5000

o
R -in Angstroms
Figure

2. Anion (lower) and neutral (upper) potential energy surfaces illustrative

ofNH- where the surfaee spaeing does not vary strongly along R.
Fig. 3 shows a hypothetieal ease simi1arto the NH- situation but for whieh
the anion and neutrai eurves approaeh c1ose1yat longer hond lengths. In this
ease, one would expeet larger rates of detaehment than in NH- beeause
1. The state-to-state gap ej -er is smalI for the twe states labeled in Fig. 3.
2. The anion and neutrai eurves awroach one another at R values that are
aeeessible to the vibrational wavefunetions ofthe twe states shown in Fig. 3,
thus alIowing strong modulation of the HOMO.
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Figure 3. Anion (lower) and neutral (upper) potentiaI energy surfaces illustrative
of cases where the surface spacing varies strongIy along R and becomes smalI at
same R.

In Fig. 4 are shown anion and neutraI potentiaI curves, as functions of the
"twist" angIe ofthe H2C-C hond in a typicaI enoIate anion (2,4e) such as
acetaldehyde enoIate H2CCHO- . AngIesneare =0 correspondto geometries
where the P1torbital ofthe H2C moiety is deIocaIized over the twa P1torbitaIs of
the neighboring C and O atoms, thus fonning a deIocaIized 1tHOMO.
18000
16000
14000
12000

~ 10000
<.>

.5

w

8000

6000
4000
2000
o
Theta in Degrees

Figure 4. Anion (lower) and neutral (upper) potential energy surfaces illustrative
of enoIate cases where the surface spacing varies strongIy aIong the H2C-C
torsion angIe e and becomes very smalI near e = 90°.
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At angles near e = 90° , the P1torbital ofthe H2C group is no longer stabilized
by delocalization; so the HOMO' s energy is much higher (as a result ofwhich
the anion-neutral surfaces ap.proachclosely). In this case, excitation of, for
example, v=7 in the H2C-C torsional mode ofthe anion might be expected to
produce electron ejection because v=7 ofthe anion lies above v = Oofthe
neutral. However, over the range of e values accessible to both the v=7
vibrational function of the anion and the v=0 function of the neutral, the anionneutraI potential energy gap is quite large (i.e., Eff(Q) - Ej(Q) is large even

thoughEj-Efis small).In contrast,excitationof v=9 ofthe anioncouldproduce
more rapid electron ejection (to v=2 ofthe neutraI, but not to v=0 ofthe neutral)
because for the v=9 -7 v=2 transition there are angles accessed by both v=9

-

anion and v=2 neutraI vibrational functions for which Eff(Q) Ej(Q) is smalI and
changing; moreover, the state-to-state gap Ej-Ef is algOsmall in this case.
The purpose ofthese examples and of considering the nature ofthe
,
Jelectronic
non BO matrix element was to prepare for critical approximations that
are to be introduced. In particular,
1. We will focus on transitions for which h=-~~mal1.

2. We will focus on molecular deformations that most strongly modulate the
anion's HOMO, so
3. we will focus on geometries Q near which the anion-neutral surface s\,acing is
smalI and changing.
2. TIME CORRELATION FUNCTION EXPRESSlON FOR RATES

Before dealing further willi the non Bom-Oppenheimer case, it is useful to
recall how one can cast other rate expressions, such as the rate of photon
absorption (7) accompanying an electronic transition in a molecule, in terms of a
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Fourier transform of a time dependent function that involves dynarnical motions
on the initial and [maI electronic states' potential energy surfaces.

2.1 The Optical Spectroscopy Case
2.1.1 From Wentzel-Fermi Golden Rule to the Time Domain
The expression for the rate R (sec-l) ofphoton absorption due to coupling V
between a molecule's electronicand nuclear charges and an electromagnetic field
is given through flrst order in perturbation theory by the welI known Wentzel
Fermi "golden rule" formula (7,8):
2
R = (21t/h)I<'!fi Xi lVI '!fr Xi>! o(er

- ei - hro).

(14)

Here, '!fi,fand Xi,farethe initiaI and [maI state electronic and vibration-rotation
state wavefunctions, respectively, and ei,f are the respective state energies which
are connected via a photon of energy hro. For a particular electronic transition
(i.e., a specific choice for '!fiand '!frand for a specific choice of initial vibrationrotation state, it is possible to obtain an expression for the total rate RT of
transitions from this particular initial state into alI vibration-rotation states of
the [maI electronic state. This is dane by flrst using the Fourier representation of
the Dirac Ofunction:

o(er - ei - hro)= (l/21th)J exp[it(ec - Ej - hro)/h] dt

(15)

and then surnming over the indices labeling the [maI vibration-rotation states Xi:

RT= (21t/h)Lr (l/21th)

J exp[it(er - ei - hro) 1ft]

<'!fiXi lvI '!fcXc> <'!fiXilVI'!ffXr>* dt.

(16)

Next, one introduces the electronic transition matrix element (which may be an
electric dipole matrix element, but need not be so restricted for the development
presented

here )
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(17)

/li,f = <\j!f IVI\j!i>

and uses the faets that the \j!i,fare eigenfunetions ofthe eleetronie Hamiltonian
he and that the Xi,fare eigenfunetions of the vibration-rotation Hamiltonia T +
Vi,f(Q) belonging to the twa e1eetroniestates having potential energies Vi,f(Q)
and vibration-rotation kinetie energy T (both ofwhieh are funetions ofthe
moleeule's atomie position eoordinates eolleetively denoted Q)

he \j!i,f=Vi,f(Q) \j!i,f

(18a)

[T + Vi,f(Q)] Xi,f = ~\fXi,f'

(18b)

These identities then allow RT to be rewritten as

RT = (21t/h)Lf (l/21th) f exp[-it 00]
(19)

<Xilexp(-ith/h) /li,f*1Xf> <Xfexp(ithlh)1 /li,fl Xi> dt.
In this form, the eompleteness of the {Xr}

Lf IXf><xfi

(20)

=1

ean be used to e1iminate the sum over the vibration-rotation

states belonging to

the fmal e1eetronie state and thus express RT in the following manner:

RT = (21t/h) (l/21th) f exp[-it 00]
< exp(ith/h)Xi I/li,f * exp(ithf7'lt) /li,f IXi> dt.

(21)

The above expression is often visualized (and eomputed) (9) in terms ofthe
Fourier transform ofthe overlap oftwo time-pro'pagatedwavefunetions:
(a) One funetion FI is equal to the initial vibration-rotation funetion lxi> upon
whieh the eleetronie transition perturbation /li,f aets, after whieh the resultant
produet funetion is propagated for a time t on the final-state's potential energy
surfaee by using the propagator exp(ithf7'lt).
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(b) The second function F2 is equal to the initial vibration-rotation function lXi>
which is propagated for time t on the initial-state's potential energy surface
using the propagator exp(ithj/lt) (which, of course simply produces exp(iUOj/lt)
times lXi» , after which the electronic transition perturbation ~i,r is allowed to
act.
The overlap <F2 IFl> is then Fourier transformed at the energy ftc.oof the
photon to obtain the rate RT ofabsorption ofphotons offrequency 0).
Before retuming to the non-BO rate expression, it is important to note that,
.in this spectroscopy case, the perturbation (Le., the photon's vector potential)
appears explicitly only in the ~i.,rmatrix element because this external field is
purely an electronic operator. In contrast, in the non-BO case, the perturbation
involves a produet of momentum operators, one acting on the electronic
wavefunction and the second acting on the vibration/rotation wavefunction
because the non-BO perturbation involves an explicit exchange of momentum
between the electrons and the nucleL As a result, one bas matrix elements of the
form <xii <'Vi IPI'Vr>(P/~)Xr> in the non-BO case where one fmds <xii <'Vi
lVI'Vr>IXr> in the spectroscopy case. A primary difference is that derivatives of
the vibration/rotation functions appear in the farmer case (in (P/~)X) where only
X appears in the latter.
2.1.2 The Semi-Classical Approximation to RT
There are various approximations (7) to the above expression for the
absorption rate RT that offer further insight into the photon absorption process
and form a basis for comparison to the non Bom-Oppenheimer rate expression.
The most classical (and hence, least quantum) approximation is to ignore the fact
that the kinetic energy operator T does not commute with the potentials Vi,f and
thus to write
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exp(ithi,tlh) ==exp(itT/h) exp(itVi,tlh).

(22)

Jnserting this into the above equation for RT and also assuming that T a1so

commutes with Jli,f (or that Jli,fdoes not depend significantly on geometry Q),
gives

I

RT= (21t1h)(l/21tlt) exp[-it 00]
(23)

< Xi exp(itV/h)1 Jli,f * exp(itV f1'lt)1Jli,f IXi> dt.
Then, carrying out the Foucier integrai over time gives,

(l/21tlt)

I exp[it(Vf - Vi-hco) /h] dt=O(Vf - Vi-hco).

(24)

This delta function can be used in the expression for RT to constrain the
multidimensional integral over vibration-rotation coordinates (denoted Q) to
those specific values which obey the energy conservation condition
hco = Vt<Q) - Vi(Q),

(25)

thereby yielding

RT = (21t/h) < Xi I Jli,f * 8(V f

- Vi - hro) Jli,fIXi>

.

(26)

This semi-classical result can be interpreted as saying that RT is given as the
norm of the function Jli,rXi, consisting of the perturbation Jli,f acting on the
initial vibration-rotation

state, constrained to those regions of space which obey

the condition hco = Vt<Q) - Vi(Q). This condition

is equivalent

to constraining

the integration to those regions within which the change in classical kinetic
energy in moving trom the initial-state surface Vi to the final-state surface Vf is
zero. One can visualize such geometries as those at which the upper potential
energy surface Vf(Q) is intersected by the lawet surface Vi (Q) ance the lawet
surface is shifted to higher energy by an amount hco. In Fig. 5 is shown such an
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intersection between a ViQ) surface and a lower-state Vj(Q) surface that has been
shifted upward in energy. In this example, transitions between the initiallevel

Ej

and the fmallevel Er, whose difference Er- Ej= h<.odetennines the energy shift,
would occur at R values near where the twe surfaces cross.

2.1.3 Re1ationto Landau-Zener Surface Hopping Rates
It is instructive to examine further the approximate semi-c1assicalfonn for
RT shown above because, when viewed as a rate oftransition between twe
intersecting energy surfaces, one anticipates that connection can be made willi
the wen known Landau-Zener theory (lO). For a non-linear molecule willi N
atoms, the potentials Vj,f(Q) depend on 3N-6 internal degrees offreedom (for a
linear molecule, Vi,r depend on 3N-5 internal coordinates). The subspace S

60000
50000
40000
~

~ 30000
.S
UJ
20000
10000

o
R in Angstroms

Figure 5. Anion (lowest) and neutrai (second lowest at large R) potential energy
surfaces arising in the photon absorption case. The curve that is highest in
energy at large R is the anion surface that has been shifted upward in energy by
the photon's energy h<.o(whlch has been chosen to make Er equal to Ej plus the
photon's energy).
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within which Vr(Q) = Vi(Q)+ho>willbe of dimension3N-7 forthe non-linear
molecule case. Any geometrical arrangement ofthe molecule can be described by
specifying an orientation O (Le., three orientation or Euler angles for a nonlinear molecule), a 3N-7 component vector s lying within the subspace S and a
distance d along the unit vector n that is normal to S at s:

Q

= {O , R

}, where R = s + d n.

(27)

Points lying within S are characterized by d=O.
The integral appearing in RT can be rewritten (7b) as an integral over
orientations, an integraI over the 3N-7 dimensional subspace S, and a onedimensional integral over d:

RT = (2n/h)JdQ JdS Jdd Ixis,d,0)121Ili,f (s,d,0)12 o(Vf(s,d)
(28)

- Vi(s,d) - hro).
Expanding Vf (s,d) - Vi(s,d) - hro in powers of d about the point d=Oand

-

realizing that Vf (s,O) Vi(S,O)

- hro =O, allows

the delta function to be written...

as a delta function for the variable d:

o(Vf(s,d)

- Vi(s,d) -hro) = o(Vf(S,O) - Vi(S,O)-

hro

+ [Fl-<s) -Fi(S)] d)

-1
= IF{{s) -Fi(S)1 o(d).

(29)

Here, Fi,{{S)are the gradients ofthe respective potentials Vi,f along the direction
n normal to S evaluated at the point s,d=O;these gradients, of course, are the
negatives ofthe c1assicalforces normal to S experienced on the Vi,f surfaces.
Willi this expression for the delta function, the rate RT can be expressed as an
integral over orientations and over coordinates totally within the space S:
2

RT

2

-1

= (2n/h) JdO JdS IXi(S,O,O)1Illi,f(s,O,O)1 IF{{s)-Fi(S)1 .

(30)
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The Landau-Zener expression for the probability P of moving from Vi(Q) +
hm to Vf(Q) under the ~fluence ofthe perturbation Ili,f (s,O,Q) is

2
-I
P = 21t liliJ (s,O,Q)! [I Ft<s)-Fi(S)1ltv<J) ,

(31)

where vd is the speed at which flux passes through the intersection of the two
surfaces (n.b., any velocity components lying within S do not cause flux to
move between the surfaces since, within S, the surfaces are degenerate). Ifthis
probability is multiplied by the probability of the molecule residing within S
(Le., by IXi(S,O,Ql) , then by the rate at which the molecule moves from d=O
to d=8 (i.e., by vd lo), and if one then integrates over al1orientations and aU S
and over the smalI range d=O to d=8, one obtains:

JdS dQ IXi(S,O,Ql(Vd/O)p O
JdQ JdS Ixi(s,O,Q)12 Illi,f(s,O,Q)12 I Ft<s) -Fi(S)1-l = RT.
= (21t11t)

(32)

That is, the semi-classical approximation to the photon absorption rate is
equivalent to a Landau-Zener treatment ofthe probability ofhopping from Vi +
hro to Vf induced by the electronic coupling perturbation Ili,f (s,O,Q).

2.2 The Non Bom-Oppenheimer Case
2.2.1 From Wentzel-Fermi Golden Rule to the Time Domain
Let us now consider how similar the expression for Talesof radiation1ess
transitions induced by non Bom-Oppenheimer couplings can be made to the
expressions given above for photon absorption rates. We begin with the
corresponding (6,4g) Wentzel-Fermi "golden role" expression given in Eq. (lO)
for the transition rate between electronic states 'IIi,f and corresponding vibrationrotation states XiJ appropriate to the non BO case:
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R = (21t/lt)JI<xil<'l'i

IPI'l'f >(P/Il)xr>12 O(Ef + E - Ei)

We recall that Ej,f are the vi~ration-rotation

p(E) dE.

(10)

energies of the molecule in the

anion and neutral molecule states, E denotes the kinetic energy carried away by
the ejected electron, and the density oftranslational

energy states ofthe ejected

electron is p(E). AIso recaU that we use the short band notation to symbolize the
multidimensional

derivative operators that arise in non BO couplings and that

embody the momentum-exchange

between the vibrationlrotation and electronic

degrees of 1Teedom:

(P'l'f )(P/IlXf) = La (-ilt-d'l'riaRa) (-ilt-axriaRa)/ma ,

(11)

where Ra is one of the Cartesian coordinates (Xa, Ya, Za) of the athatom whose
mass is ma. These 3N coordinates span the same space as the three center of
mass coordinates plus the Q , 5, and d coordinates used earlier in detailing the
semi-classical photon absorption rate expression.
In the event that same subset {Qi} of internal vibration or rotation
coordinates have been identified as inducing the radiationless transition, (P'l'f
)(P/IlXf) would represent Lj (-ilt-d'l'riaQj) (-ilt-dxriaQj)/(llj),where Ilepis the
reduced mass associated with the coordinate Qj-As indicated in the discussion of
Sec. I. C, it is usually straightforward to identify which distortional modes need
to be considered by noting which modes most strongly modulateth~anion's
HOMO. Sa, for the remainder ofthis wark, we will assume that such active
modes have been identified as a result of which the sum Lj (-ift-()'l'riaQj)(-m
dxriaQj)/(llj) will include only these modes. The integration over aUofthe other
coordinates contained in the matrix element <xii<'l'i

IPI'l'f >(P/Il)Xf> in Eq.

(10) can then be carried out (assuming the electronic element <'l'i IPI'l'f> to not
depend significantlyon these coordinates) to produce an effective Franck-Condon
like factor (Fe):
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<xii <'Vi IPI'Vr >(P/fl)Xr>

J

= llj=inactive
JdQj<XijIXrj>llj=active dQj <xijl <'Vi IPI'Vr>(P/fl)Xrj>
= FC llj=activeJ dQj <xijl <'Vi

IPI'Vr>(P/fl)Xr

j>'

(32)

Since, by assumption, the anion and neutral molecule do not differ significantly
in their geometries (and vibrational frequencies) along the coordinates
contributing to the FC factor (othetWise,the anion-neutral energy gap would
depend substantially on these modes), the FC factor is probably close to unity in
magnitude. Hence, for the remainder ofthis paper, we will focus on1yon the
active-mode part of this expression, and will do so assuming on1yone such
mode is operative (i.e., we treat one active mode at a time).
Introducing the electronic coupling matrix element
(33)

mi,f= <'Vr IPI'Vi>,
which plays a role analogous to the fli,f of photon absorption theory, and
realizing that P is a Hermitian operator, allows the non BO rate R to be
rewritten as:

R = (21t/h) J «P/fl)Xil mi,f *Ixr> <Xi I mi,f (P/fl)Xi>

O(Er+ E -Ei) p(E) dE.

(34)

Ifthe Fourier integral representation ofthe delta function is introduced and the
sum over aUpossible [mai-stale vibration-rotation states {Xr}is carried out, the
total rate RT appropriate to this non BO case can be expressed as:

RT

= (21t/h) :Er! (l/21th) J exp[it(Er

- Ei +E)/h]

«P/fl)Xil mi,r*IXr><xii mi,f (P/fl)Xi>dt p(E) dE.

(35)

The next step is to replace (Er+ E) <xti by <Xi I(T + Vr +E) and (Ei)1Xi> by
I(T+ Vi) Xi>which reduces RT to
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= (21t/lt) Lf f (l/21tlt) f p(E) <mj,f(p//l) exp(it(T + Vj)/lt) xii

IXf> <Xf lexp(it(E+ T + V f)/lt) mj,f (P//l)Xj> dt dE.

(36)

The sum Lf IXf><Xf I= 1 can then be carried out to give

RT

= (21t/lt) f (l/21tlt)

f p(E)

<mj,f(P//l) exp(it(T + Vj)/lt) XjIexp(it(E+ T + Vf)/lt) mi,f (P//l)Xi>dt dE.

(37)

In this form, the rate expression looks much like that given for the photon
absorption rate in Eq. (21), but with mi,f(P//l) replacing the molecule-photon
interaction potential V. As in the absorption case, one can view (and even
compute) RT as the Fourier transform of the overlap of twa time propagated
functions:
(a) The Hrst F1 is the initial vibration-rotation state XiupaD which the non BO
perturbation mj,f (P//l) acts after which propagation on the neutrai molecule's
potential surface Vf is effected via exp(it( T + Vr)/h).
(b) The second F2 is the initial function Xi which is propagated on the anion's
surface Vi via exp(it( T + Vj)/lt) (producing, of course, exp(itej/lt)Xi)after which
the perturbation mj,f(P//l) is allowed to act.
The time dependent overlap <F 2 IF 1> is then Fourier transformed at energy E =
Ej-Ef, andmultipliedby the densityof statesp(E)appropriateto the electron

ejected with kinetic energy E.
It should be noted that to use the above time-domain formulas for
computing rates, one would need an efHcient means of propagating wave packets
on the neutral and anion surfaces, and one, speciHcally,that would be valid for
longer times than are needed in the optical spectroscopy case. Why? Because, in
the non-BO situation, the <F21F 1>product is multiplied by exp(iEt/lt) and then
integrated over time. In the spectroscopy case, <F21F 1>is multiplied by
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exp( -irot) and integrated over time. However, in the fonner case, E corresponds

-

to the (smalI) energy difference E = ei ef , whereas hc.ois equal to the energy of
the optical spectroscopic transition. Hence, short time propagators give
sufficiently accurate <F21 Fi> functions to use in the spectroscopy case, but

longer time propagations will be needed in the non-BO case.

2.2.2 The Simplest Semi-Classical Approximation Fails
If one attempts to follow the photon absorption denvation and make the
assumption that the kinetic energy operator T commutes with Vi,f and with mi,[
(n.b., T does commute with PIJl), the folIowing expression is obtained for RT:

RT

= (21t/h)f (l/21th) f p(E)

<mi,f(P/Jl) exp(it(Vj)/ft) XiIexp(it(E+ Vd/h) mi,f (P/Jl)Xi>dt dE.

(38)

The Fourier integral over time can be carried out and one obtains

RT

= (21t/ft) f p(E) <mi,f(PIJl) Xi I O(Vf+ E- Vj) mi,f (PIJl)Xi> dE.

(39)

For anions that are electronically bound, the anion's electronic energy Vi (Q) lies
below the neutral molecule's electronic energy Vf(Q) as depicted in Figs. 2-5.
Hence, because E is a positive quantity, there are no geometries for which the
argument of the delta function in the above expression vanishes and, as a result,
the non BO rate can not be cast in tenns of shifted intersecting energy surfaces as
can the photon absorption rate.
Therefore, the simplest classical treatment in which the propagator exp(it
(T+V)/ft) is approximated in the product fonn exp(it (T)/ft) exp(it (V)/ft)and the
nuclear kinetic energy T is conserved during the "transition" produces a
nonsensical approximation to the non BO rate. This should not be surprising
because (a) In the photon absorption case, the photon induces a transition in the
eIectronic degrees of fteedom which subsequently cause changes in the vibrationrotation energy, wIDIe (b) in the non BO case, the eIectronic and vibration-
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rotation degrees of &eedom must simultaneously interchange energy and
momentum and/oT angular momentum, which is impossible to do without the
nuc1ei recoiling.

2.2.3 An Approximation that Works
The matrix element occurring in the non BO rate equation

M = <mi,f(PIIl) exp(it(T + Vi)/h) Xi I exp(it(E+ T + Vr)/h) mi,f (P/Il)Xi>

(40)

can maTetruitfully be hand1edby
a. replacing exp(it(T + Vj)/h) Xiby exp(it(ej)/h) Xi , which is exact, and
b. approximating exp(it(E+ T + Vf)/h) by exp(it(E+ T )/h) exp(it(Vf)/h),
which is an approximation, thus achieving

M = <mi,f(P/Il) exp(it(ej)/h) Xi Iexp(it(E+ T )/h) exp(it(Vf) mi,f (P11l)Xi>.(41)
Now introducing completeness relations in the forms

Jdp Ip><pl= I
JdQ IQ><QI= I

(42a)
(42b)

and using (T + Vi) Xi= ei Xi,allows M to be written as

M = J dQ'

JdQ Jdp <mi,f(P/Il)

exp(it(ei)/h) Xi IQ'>

<Q'I p> exp(it(E+Tclass)/h) <pIQ><QIexp(it(Vr(Q)/h)mi,f (P/Il)Xi>.

(43)

Here Tclassis the eigenvalue of the Q-coordinate' s kinetic energy operator T in
the momentum eigenbasis {Ip>}
2

Telass

and

= (p /21lQ)

(44)
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<Q'lp> = (21th)

(45)

exp(ipQ'/h)

is the coordinate representation of the momentum eigenfunction along the active
Q coordinate.
The integration over time can be carried out and gives the following
expression fot the to tal rate:

RT

= (21t/h) f p(E) f dQ' f dQ f dp <mi,r<P/~) Xi IQ'> <Q'I p>

o( Tclass + E + Vf (Q)

- ei)

<pIQ> <QI mi,f (P/~)Xi>

dE.

(46)

Since the energy E is restricted to match the state-to-state energy differences E

=

-

ei ef, the integrai over dE in Eq. (46) can be replaced by a sum over accessible
fmal-state ef values multiplied by the spacing between neighboring such states
(dEf = er-er-i) :

RT = (21t/h)kf p(ei-ef )dEf f dQ' f dQ f dp <mi,f(P/~) Xi IQ'> <Q'I p>
o( Tclass+ VdQ) - er) <pIQ> <QI mi,f (P/~)Xi>.

(47)

In this form, which is analogous to Eq. (26) in the photon absorption case, the
rate is expressed as a sum over the neutral molecule's vibration-rotation states to
which the specific initial state having energy ei can decay of(a) a translational
state density p multiplied by (b) the average value of an integral operator ~
whose coordinate representation is

~(Q',Q) = f dp IQ'>mi,f (Q') <Q'I p>
2
o( P /2~Q + Vf (Q) er) <pIQ> mi,f (Q) <QI

-

(48)

with the average value taken for the function

'l' = I(P/~)Xi>

(49)
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equal to the anion's initial vibration-rotation state acted on by Pll! (in the
harmonie approximation, P/I!Xi would yield a eombination offunetions of one
higher and one lower quantum ofvibration or rotation).
The integral operator 6 ean be reeast in a different form by earrying out the
integration over the p-variable in Eq. (48) identifying
-l/2

f(p)

= (21th)

-1/2
exp(-ipQ/h) (21th)
exp(ipQ'/h)

(50)

and a= Er- Vr(Q). Doing so produces

00

f O(p2 121!Q - a)f(p )dp
O

00

=fO(p2 121!Q-a)f(p)dp+
O
c

oo

f8(p2 121!Q-a)f(p)dp
-00

I!Qdx

o

-I!Qdx

f
f
.~ OO(x-a)f(~2I!QX).J2IiQx
21!Qx + 8(x-a)f(-~2I!QX).J2IiQx
21!Qx
00

dx

00

=fO(x-a){f(~2I!Qx)+f(-~2I!Qx)}
O
= {f(~2I!Qa)+f(-~2I!Qa)}

~

21!Qx

~

21!Qa

21th
- Vr(Q» .
= ~2Cos{[Q'
-Q]~2I!Q(Er- Vr(Q»Ih}~ 2I!Q(Er
I!Q
The quantity {21!Q(Er

(51)

-Vr(Q»} l/2is the classical momentum along the Q

eoordinate with energy Er moving on the neutral moleeule's surface Vr(Q), so
I!Qdivided into this is the speed of movement at Qo. Substituting this result
back into the expression for RT gives
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RT =(21t/1i)~ P(ci -cr)dEr f dQ' f dQ < mi r(P /~)Xi IQ' >...!....
~r
'1t1i
Cos{[Q' -Q]~2~Q(cr - Vr(Q)) / Ii}
~Q

(52)

~2~Q(cr - Vr(Q)) < Q Imi,f(P / ~)Xi >
Bearing in mind the discussion of the nature of the electronic non BO matrix
elements mi,r(Q) given in Sec. I. C, the above mte expression can be further
approxirnated by constraining Q' and Q to the region Q'=Q=Qo where the anion
and neutral surfaces approach most closely:

d{Vr(Q)

- Vi

(Q)}/dQ

= O at Q = Qo.

(53a)

If, as assumed, mi,f(Q) is significant on1ynear Qo, then we can approxirnate mi,r
(Q) as

mi,r(Q)

= 8(Q - Qo)m *

(53b)

where the quantity m* is the integral representing the total strength ofthe mi,f
coupling concentrated at the geometry Qo

m*

(53c)

= f mi,r(Q)dQ.

Introducing this approxirnation into Eq: (52) and using the fact that the argument
ofthe Cos in Eq. (52) vanishes, allows RT to be written in its simplest form
as:

RT

=(21t/ Ii)LP(ci
r

-cr)dEd(P

/~)Xi(QO)}2 >1m* 12--1-

1t1'Ivo

where vo is the velocity along the Q-coordinate at the geometry Qo:

(54)
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= ~2~Q(ef - Vf(QO))
~Q

(55)
.

and Imj*12is the square ofthe integrated electronic non BO matrix element
introduced above (n.g., Im*12has units of(gm cm2/sec)2.

3. INTERPRETATION OF RATE EXPRESSlON

The semi-classical expression shown in Eq. (54) for the rate of ejection of
electrons from a specified initial vibration-rotation state Xj (Q) induced by non
BO coupling to all accessible neutral-molecule-plus-free-electronfinal states
(labeled t) gives this rate as:
l. A sum over all final vibration-rotation states ef lying belowej for which the
geometry Qo is within the classically allowed region of the corresponding
vibration-rotation wavefunction Xf (Q) (so that Vo is real) of
2. the modulus squared ofthe function m*(p/~)Xj evaluated at Qo
3. multiplied by the state density p(ej-er) dEf for the ejected electron and
multiplied by (27t/h)(ll1th),and finally
4. divided by the speed Vo of passage through Qo .
4. SUMMARY

The rate of ejection of electrons from anions induced by non BO couplings
can be expressed rigorously as a Fourier transform of an overlap function
between twa functions

RT

= (27t/h)f (l/27th) f p(E)

<mi,f(P/~) exp(it(T + Vj)/h) Xj Iexp(it(E+ T + Vf)!lt)mj,f (P/~)Xi>dt dE

(37)
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one of which is the initial vibration-rotation function Xi acted on by the non BO
perturbation mi.f{p/J..l)and then propagated on the neutral molecule surface, the
other being the initial Xi propagated on the anion surface and then acted on by
mi,f(P/J..l). In computer applications, it would be efficient to compute RT in this

mannerwhenever long-time surface propagation tools are applicable.
By introducing the simplest semi-classical approximation to the
propagators, in which the nuclear morion kinetic energy is assumed to commute
with the anion and neutral potential energy functions and with the non BO
coupling operators, one obtains

RT

= (21t11t) f p(E) <mi,f(P/J..l)XiIo(Vr+ E- Vj) Imi,f {P/J..l)Xi>
dE.

(39)

Unlike its success in treating the photon absorption rate expression, this
simplest approximation produces a nonsensical expression in the present case
because there are no geometries at which (Vr+ E- Vj) =0, as a result ofwhich
RT is predicted to vanish. In the photon absorption situation, there are
geometries at which the c1assicalmomentum is conserved (Le., where the excited
and shifted ground stale surfaces intersect). In the non BO transition case, such
geometries do not exist because the transition is not one in which the nuc1earmorion momentum is conserved. Quite to the contrary, non BO transitions
involve the simultaneous interchange of energy (from the nuc1eito the electrons)
and of momentum and/er angular momentum.
Improving on the semi-classical treatment of the vibration-rotation morion
only slightly allows RTto be recast in a form

RT

=(2relli)""
p(Ei-Er)dErJ
~

dQ'JdQ < mi r(P IJ..l)XiICl>~

r

'reli

Cos{[Q' -QJ..j2J..lQ(Er - Vr(Q» I Ii}
J..lQ
~2J..lQ(Er - Vr(Q»

(52)
< Q Imi,r(P I J..l)Xi>
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that may prove computationally useful in cases where the geometry (Q)dependence of the non BO electronic matrix element mi,f is known. In this
expression, the rate is given in terms ofthe functions mi,f(PIIl)Xi, the density
of stale function p, the classical momentum on the neutral molecule's surface,
and a Cos function whose argument is the classical action connecting the points
Q' and Q via the momentum ofthe neutral molecule having energy er. This
Cos function will oscillate rapidly when this action is large, so its dominant
contributions to the rate will arise for smalI momenta and/oTsmall Q'-Q values.
Finally, by using what is known about the geometry dependence ofthe mi,f
functions (Le., that mi,f is strongly "peaked" near geometries Qo where the anion
and neutral surfaces approach most closely), it is possible to further simplify the
semi-classical equation for RT

""

RT

2

=(21tlli)L.olp(ei-ec)dEr{(PIIl)Xi(QO)}
C

21

>Im* I -

(54)

1tlivo

to one that requires knowledge of the derivative of the initial-state vibrational
wavefunction (p/IlX0 evaluated at Qo, the speed vo at which classical motion on
the neutral molecule surface passes through Qo , the density of states p, and the
magnitude ofthe integrated strength m* ofmi,c at Qo.
It should be emphasized that it is not the modulus lxi (Qo) 12that enters
into the weighting function in Eq. (54), it is the derivative (PIllXi)whose
modulus squared enters. In contrast, in the photon absorption case, the rate
involves, as given either in Eq. (28) or Eq. (30)

RT

= (21t/h)Jdn JdS Jdd IXi(s,d,ni Illi,f(s,d,ni O(Vc(s,d)

- Vi(s,d) - ho».

(28)
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J JdS
= (21t/lt)dQ

2
2
-1
IXi(S,O,Q)1Jli,f (s,O,Q)1 I Ff{s) -Fi(S)1 .
1

(30)

the modulus squared of Xi itself. The qualitative difference in the twa cases bas
to do with the inherent requirement that the nuclear-motion momentum and/oT
angulat momentum change in non BO transitions wbile the same quantities are
preserved in photon absorption events (in the semi-classical treatment).
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